SHOOT BETTER SPORTING
By Roger Hill

DRIVEN TO
DISTRACTION
Roger Hill has some tricks up his sleeve
for dealing with driven targets

T

he driven target is yet another
clay that can be very daunting for our beginner and
intermediate shot. It is one of the few
targets where you cannot actually see
the lead, especially if you have to shoot
with one eye closed. When the gun is in
front of the target, then the targets will
naturally be behind the muzzles: this
means your perception of lead is very
important as it is all in your mind’s eye.
Luckily, there are some tricks to help
you get around this.
First of all, as with all targets, you
must get your stance right so that you
are balanced and comfortable at the
break point and are allowed as much
free movement as possible (although
the stance needed for driven targets
does mean that movement is very re-

stricted). To find what stance is needed,
let’s look back to the forefathers of
coaching, who learnt their trade as
driven game shots. In the late 1800s
and early 1900s there were two distinct
views on correct stance for driven game
birds. Remember: both work – just use
whichever you prefer:
•Weight on the back (right) foot;
left heel raised (for the right-handed
shot: vice versa for the left-hander)
Churchill-style (the gunmaker, not the
politician).
•Weight on the front (left) foot;
right heel raised (switch if you’re lefthanded) Stanbury-style (his classic
stance is
depicted in his statue at the West London Shooting school).
The feet should also be slightly

closer together for this shot, to give you
a bit more free movement. Gun hold
should also be changed slightly for a
driven target, by shortening the front
hand (i.e. bringing the forend hand
closer to the action). This will also give
you a bit more movement and will put
your eye a little higher on the rib, giving you some in-built lead as the gun
will be shooting slightly higher than
normal. If you are a gun-down shooter
this is where your gun mount has to be
perfect – nothing less will do. If the gun
mount is sloppy and you lead with the
back hand the gun will see-saw. This is
bad enough with crossing targets, as
you lose the line of the target. But with
a driven target and the muzzles seesawing as you mount, the muzzles will
actually be going in the opposite direction to the target. This means you have
no choice but to chase the target out of
control. Both arms must work together
to keep gun mount parallel.
The methods for achieving lead
that in my opinion work best on driven
targets are swing-through (which is
very restricted with this target, in the direction in which the body has the least
amount of movement) and pull-away.
On these, more than any other targets,
the lead picture is perceived, as at the
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point of pulling the trigger the target is
behind the gun. This causes the beginner big problems because as soon as the
gun pulls ahead of the target it is lost.
The novice shooter will then stop or slow
down to see the target again, causing a
miss behind. The beginner who shoots
with both eyes open can also lose the
line of the target, due to the off-eye still
being able to see the target when the eye
over the rib loses it as lead is applied. So
be very careful to keep the line, although
once this is mastered the two-eyed
shooter will be able to see the muzzle in
front of the target. If you cannot keep the
line with both eyes open then you must
close the off-eye as you come onto the
target to keep the line. The lead picture
is all in your mind’s eye and is perceived.
There are two alternatives that work for
some people, if the shooting stand position allows it:
•To come up the side of the target
just touching it, but not blotting it out, a
right-handed shooter should stay tight
on the left side of the clay as it comes
towards you (right side for the lefthander). Providing you stay tight on the
side of the clay you will see lead. The
optimum spread of the shot pattern is
30", so there should be plenty of pellets
and pattern to break the clay.
•The other option, if the shooting
stand allows it, is to turn to the side and
take the target as a crosser. Be careful,
as some stands have a bar across
the top to stop the targets being shot
behind, contact with which can cause
damage to the top sighting rib on your
gun.
•Our muzzle starting point should
be at an upward angle of 40-45. Because
of the lack of body movement in this
direction you need to keep your swing
short. The earlier you shoot a driven
target, the better: it keeps the swing
short; it gives less perceived lead and the
target is behind the muzzles for a shorter
time (meaning you are less likely to lose
the line or stop the gun); and shooting
early means you don’t finish up getting
close to the end of your physical body
movement (which will cause you to slow
down or stop and miss behind).

If you’re a beginner, don’t be
daunted by difficult targets
– just follow the advice on
these pages

The other tricky aspect of high driven
targets is that they appear to be travelling a lot slower than they actually are.
It is very easy to misjudge their speed:
you think you have all the time in the
world and all of a sudden the target is
right above your head and impossible
to shoot. So do not spend too long
on the target or swinging through it:
do not hesitate; keep the gun mount
short, just out of the shoulder, but
don’t mount too soon. The best time to
mount and shoot is when the target appears to be moving at its slowest. You
only have to move the gun a few inches
to the shoulder and face from the
ready position to break the target.
Be very positive with driven targets.
If you are not afraid to miss but shoot
sharply and confidently, you will break
these targets in front early every time.
This is very important if you have to
shoot a pair: the first target must be
shot early to give you any chance of
getting onto the second. With pairs,
always take the straighter of the two
first. If you miss with the first shot,
take the second shot at the same
target (after all, if a game shot missed
his bird with the first shot he would not
select a second bird, he would shoot at
the same one again). There is very little
time to re-adjust: stay with the target
you are nearest to. Second shots are
always more instinctive.
If you are a gun-up shooter your best
option is to shoot swing-through, as

this will allow you to see the target a
little longer and get its line. It will also
help you to keep the gun moving after
the muzzles have passed the target.
But now is the time for you to seriously
think about learning to shoot gundown, and to perfect your gun mount.
When shooting at driven targets
you are shooting at the weakest part
of the clay – its underside – so less energy is needed to break it. To get more
breaks use the smaller shot sizes: it
is always worth keeping some 9s in
your bag for the driven targets. A 28g
cartridge loaded with 7.5 shot has 400
pellets in it, while a 28g loaded with
9s has 580, giving an extra 180 pellets
to get the job done. Try the 9s: you will
be surprised at how high they can kill
a clay.
So to re-cap:
• Don’t be intimidated by high
driven targets.
• Change your stance; experiment
with Stanbury and Churchill to find
what works best for you.
• Keep your feet closer together.
• Shorten your front hand hold on
the forend to give you more movement.
• Take targets early in front, as this
requires less perceived lead.
• Keep the gun mount short: move
the gun just out of the shoulder
before you call for the target.
• Keep gun movement short and
under control.
• Gun mount must be perfect with
no see-sawing, or the muzzles will
be going in the opposite direction to
the target.
• Be very careful not to lose the line
or stop the gun.
• Do not be deceived by the targets’
speed. They will appear a lot slower
to start with than they actually are.
• Shoot safe, shoot straight.

Roger Hill runs the Pro Coach
Shooting School, Fyfield,
Essex, is a Fellow of the Institute
of Clay Shooting Instructors, and
a Member of the Association of
Professional Shooting Instructors.
If you have any questions, he can
be contacted at:
roger@procoachshootingschool.com
www.procoachshootingschool.com
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